2019 Awards Ceremony

Session 3355.0
Convention Center Room 119B
3:00-4:30 PM
Monday, November 4th, 2019
Welcome to the Epidemiology Section Awards Session!
The Epidemiology Section’s Awards Session is an opportunity to recognize Epidemiologists for major accomplishments. This year, the section will present four awards:

The **Abraham Lilienfeld Award** recognizes excellence in the teaching of epidemiology during the course of a career.

The **Public Health Practice Award** recognizes the use of epidemiologic methods in an innovative and creative public health program or project.

The **John Snow Award** recognizes an outstanding epidemiologist for excellence in epidemiologic practice or research.

The **Wade Hampton Frost Lectureship Award** recognizes a person who has made a significant contribution to addressing a public health issue of major importance by applying epidemiologic methods.

---

**Epidemiology Section Members’ Meeting:** Convention Center Rm 119B  
Tuesday, November 5th, 7:00 to 8:00 AM

**Epidemiology Section Social Hour:** Convention Center Rm 120B,  
Tuesday, November 5th, 6:00 to 7:30 PM
AWARDS CEREMONY AGENDA

3:00 Welcome
Tiffany L. Gary-Webb, PhD, MHS

3:05 Abraham Lilienfeld Award
Introduction: Timothy L. Lash, DSc, MPH
Winner: W. Dana Flanders, MD, DSc, MPH, MA

3:15 Public Health Practice Award
Introduction: E. Oscar Alleyne, DrPH, MPH
Winner: Local Zika Health Department Initiative
Accepted by S. Nicole Fehrenbach, MPP

3:30 John Snow Award with the John Snow Society
Introduction: Laurie D. Elam-Evans, PhD
Winner: David A. Savitz, PhD

3:45 Wade Hampton Frost Lectureship Award
“The Role of Nutritional Epidemiology in Finding a Sustainable Future”
Introduction: Robin Taylor Wilson, PhD
Winner: Walter C. Willett, MD, DrPH

4:25 Q & A

4:30 Adjourn
2019 Section Leadership

Chair: Laurie D. Elam-Evans, PhD, MPH
Chair-Elect: Tiffany L. Gary-Webb, PhD, MHS
Immediate Past-Chair: E. Oscar Alleyne, DrPH, MPH
Membership Chair: Erica E. Smith, PhD, MPH
Award Chairs: Tiffany L. Gary-Webb, PhD & Laurie D. Elam-Evans, PhD
Booth Coordinator: Kristen N. Cowan, MPH
Communications Chair: Charlotte Huntley, PhD, MPH
Mentoring Chairs: Marian Passannante, PhD & Christine Arcari, PhD, MPH
Nomination Chair: E. Oscar Alleyne, DrPH, MPH
Policy Chairs: Sonja Hutchins, MD, MPH, DrPH & Robin Taylor Wilson, PhD
Program Committee Chair: Kesha Baptiste-Roberts, PhD, MPH & Siobhan Maty, PhD, MPH
Social Media Coordinator: Charlotte Huntley, PhD, MPH
Student Liaison: Haley Greene, BS
Web Editor: Angel Algarin, MPH

Governing Councilors
Arsham Alamian, PhD, MSc, MACE
Angel Algarin, MPH
Ronald E. Aubert, PhD, MSPH
Noel Barenco, MD, PhD, MPH
Maleeka Glover, ScD, MPH
Otto Ike, MPH, DHSc
Victor Ilegbodu, MD, PhD, MPH (WHIP)
Kathryn Marwitz, PharmD, MPH
Timothy Sankary, MD, MPH
Padma Sreenivasan, MS, FACMI

Section Councilors
Kesha Baptiste-Roberts, PhD, MPH
Kristen N. Cowan, MPH
Toby Levin, PhD, MPH, CHES
Razmi W. Nahhas, PhD
Thomas Nuno, BS, MA, PhD
Erica E. Smith, PhD, MPH

Special thanks to those serving on Epidemiology Section Awards Committee:
Tiffany L. Gary-Webb, Laurie D. Elam-Evans, E. Oscar Alleyne, Robin Taylor Wilson

PLEASE VISIT THE EPIDEMIOLOGY SECTION BOOTH LOCATED IN THE EXPO HALL

APHA Epidemiology Section web page: https://www.apha.org/apha-communities/member-sections/epidemiology
Facebook: Search for "Epidemiology Section - APHA"
The John Snow Society: www.riph.org and www.johnsnowsociety.org